
Agenda Item: 10. 

 

MEMORANDUM 

 

TO:   Programs, Projects & Operations Subcommittee 

    

FROM:  Lori Ann Laster, Stormwater Management Engineer 

 

SUBJECT: Review and Recommendation on Second Addendum to City of Omaha 

Interlocal Agreement for Papio Watershed Dam Site 15A 

  

DATE:   April 3, 2017  

 
 
In November 2012, the District and the City of Omaha entered into an Interlocal agreement for the 

construction of the District’s Papio Dam Site 15A (DS15A) project.  The original agreement was 

amended in 2015 due to the City’s request to extend the sanitary sewer facilities due to new 

development near the site. 

 

The original plans for DS15A included building an access road to the boat ramp in the future 

alignment of HWS Cleveland Boulevard.  Since construction of the project began, property 

directly to the east of the site (see attached map) has begun planning for a new subdivision.  As 

part of this subdivision, Pier 15, the developer will be constructing several public streets from both 

168th Street as well as HWS Cleveland Boulevard. Their first phase of development will construct 

Himebaugh Avenue and Hartman Avenue off of 168th Street.  Because HWS Cleveland Boulevard 

improvements off of Fort Street are planned as part of the second phase of development, the City 

of Omaha wishes to use Himebaugh and Hartman Avenues as park access to prevent construction 

of a temporary access road from Fort Street to be demolished in the near future.   

 

The developer will complete grading work for HWS Cleveland Blvd late this year to prevent 

disturbance of park land in the future.  A portion of the trail is to be constructed along HWS 

Cleveland Blvd.  However, the installation of this segment of the trail will be affected by the 

grading of the boulevard.  The City has proposed that this trail segment be constructed by the 

developer at the same time as the grading of the boulevard so as not to delay the District’s 

construction contractor who is scheduled to complete work in September 2017.   

 

The proposed addendum to the interlocal agreement outlines this change as requested by the City 

(see attached).  As part of this change in construction plans, the District would convey to the City 

a maximum amount of $192,000 for the construction of the temporary access road and the trail 

segment along HWS Cleveland Blvd.  The City would then use this money towards the 

construction of HWS Cleveland Boulevard when the second phase of the Pier 15 development is 

constructed in the future.  The trail segment would be constructed before the recreation area is 

open to the public, currently anticipated to be in the spring of 2018. 

 

Management recommends that the Subcommittee recommend to the Board of Directors that 

the General Manager be authorized to execute for and on behalf of the District the proposed 

Second Addendum to the Interlocal Agreement with the City of Omaha for Papio Watershed 

Dam Site 15A, subject to changes deemed necessary by the General Manager and approved 

as to form by District Legal Counsel. 
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SECOND ADDENDUM 

TO 

INTERLOCAL COOPERATION ACT AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

PAPIO-MISSOURI RIVER NATURAL RESOURCES DISTRICT 

AND 

CITY OF OMAHA, NEBRASKA 

FOR 

PAPIO WATERSHED DAM SITE 15A 

 

THIS ADDENDUM (“SECOND ADDENDUM”) is intended to and does amend the 

interlocal cooperation act agreement (the “ORIGINAL AGREEMENT”) between PAPIO-

MISSOURI RIVER NATURAL RESOURCES DISTRICT (the “NRD”) and the CITY OF 

OMAHA, NEBRASKA (the “CITY”) entered into on or about December 19, 2012 and the First 

Addendum to Interlocal Cooperation Act Agreement Between the NRD and CITY (“FIRST 

ADDENDUM”) entered into on or about November 5, 2015 (collectively, the “AGREEMENT”). 

a. AMENDMENTS TO THE AGREEMENT: 

a. The following “whereas” clauses shall be added to the AGREEMENT just prior 

to the paragraph that begins, “NOW, THEREFORE,” and shall state: 

 

WHEREAS, following approval of the FINAL PLANS and the award of the 

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, which has occurred, the CITY and the NRD agree that the 

construction of the temporary access road from Fort Street to the work site (“SOUTH ACCESS 

ROAD”), as called for in the FINAL PLANS and CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, should be 

removed from the FINAL PLANS and CONTRACT DOCUMENTS and the funds budgeted by 

the NRD for the construction of the SOUTH ACCESS ROAD should be allocated to costs 

associated with the HWS Cleveland Boulevard extension to be completed in the future. 

WHEREAS, following approval of the FINAL PLANS and the award of the CONTRACT 

DOCUMENTS, which has occurred, the CITY and the NRD agree that the construction of a 

portion of the recreation trail adjacent to the HWS Cleveland Boulevard extension, as depicted in 

Exhibit “A,” (“HWS CLEVELAND BOULEVARD EXTENSION TRAIL”), as called for in the 

FINAL PLANS and CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, should be removed from the FINAL PLANS 
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and CONTRACT DOCUMENTS and the funds budgeted by the NRD for the construction of the 

HWS CLEVELAND BOULEVARD EXTENSION TRAIL should be allocated to the future 

final construction of the HWS CLEVELAND BOULEVARD EXTENSION TRAIL. 

b. Section 6A, contained in the FIRST ADDENDUM, is hereby deleted in its 

entirety and replaced with the following: 

 

6A.  CITY’S ROAD IMPROVEMENT.  During the original design of the DS-15A 

project, the NRD provided minimal design and alignment for extensions of HWS Cleveland 

Boulevard between Fort and Ida Streets, and 180th Street between Ida and State Streets.  

Additionally, the NRD budgeted for the design and construction for a temporary access road to 

the worksite previously defined as the SOUTH ACCESS ROAD and for the design and 

construction for a portion of a recreational trail previously defined as the HWS CLEVELAND 

BOULEVARD EXTENSION TRAIL.  Due to development of the adjacent property, the NRD 

and the CITY agree that the construction of the SOUTH ACCESS ROAD and HWS 

CLEVELAND BOULEVARD EXTENSION TRAIL are not necessary at this time.  The design 

and construction of the SOUTH ACCESS ROAD and HWS CLEVELAND BOULEVARD 

EXTENSION TRAIL shall be removed from the FINAL PLANS and CONTRACT 

DOCUMENTS.  The CITY desires, at the CITY’S sole cost and expense, to have designed and 

constructed an improved roadway where the SOUTH ACCESS ROAD was to be located and the 

improved roadway will be part of the extension of HWS Cleveland Boulevard (“CITY’S ROAD 

IMPROVEMENT”).  Prior to incorporation of the CITY’S ROAD IMPROVEMENT into the 

FINAL PLANS and CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, the NRD shall either cause to be designed, at 

the CITY’S written request, or approve the design of the CITY’S ROAD IMPROVEMENT, 

such approval not to be unreasonably withheld. 

 

c. Section 13A contained in the FIRST ADDENDUM is hereby deleted in its 

entirety and replaced with the following: 

 

13A.  CHANGE ORDERS FOR THE ANCILLARY PROJECTS.  Following written 

approval by the PARTIES of the FINAL PLANS with the incorporated ancillary projects stated 

in Section 12A, above, the NRD shall cause to be drafted, at the CITY’S sole cost and expense,  
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change order(s) for each of the individual components of the stated ancillary projects, and shall 

submit the change order(s) to the CITY for its written approval.  The CITY shall have a period of 

10 days from receipt to review the proposed change order(s).  If following the 10 day period, the 

CITY has not expressly approved or disapproved the change order, the CITY will be deemed to 

have approved the proposed change order.  CITY’S approval of the proposed change order(s) 

shall not be unreasonably withheld.  In the event the CITY disapproves the proposed change 

order(s), the CITY shall submit proposed changes to the proposed change order(s) that, if 

incorporated, will make the proposed change order(s) acceptable to the CITY.  The NRD shall 

have 10 days to review CITY’S proposed changes to the proposed change order(s), and shall 

either incorporate CITY’S proposed changes, or submit new proposed change order(s) to the 

CITY.  The stated cycle of review and approval or disapproval with recommended changes shall 

continue until the PARTIES are in agreement, at which time, the NRD shall issue the change 

order(s) to the CONTRACTOR(S).  In the event that either the CITY or the NRD desires to 

remove an individual component or a portion of an individual component of the ancillary 

projects from the FINAL PLANS, the requesting party shall submit a deductive change order to 

the other party pursuant to the cycle of review procedures and timelines set forth within this 

paragraph.  Unless agreed to, in writing, by the NRD, construction of the ancillary projects stated 

in Section 12A, above, shall not be permitted to delay the completion of construction and 

issuance of the engineering certificate of substantial completion of the DS-15A PROJECT. 

 

d. Section 16(c) contained in the ORIGINAL AGREEMENT and FIRST 

ADDENDUM are hereby deleted in their entirety and replaced with the 

following: 

 

c) the NRD shall pay, and the CITY shall reimburse the NRD, for any and all of the 

actual costs incurred associated with the CITY’S SANITARY SEWER FACILITIES, 

EXPANDED SANITARY SEWER FACILITIES, CITY’S ADDITIONAL RECREATIONAL 

IMPROVEMENTS, and CITY’S ROAD IMPROVEMENT, including without limitation the 

costs paid by the NRD associated with the design (if performed by the ENGINEER), 

incorporation into the FINAL PLANS, engineering, drafting of change order(s), construction, 

permitting, engineering observation and administration of construction, and any delays caused by 
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the ancillary projects identified in this section. The NRD had budgeted for costs associated with 

the construction of the SOUTH ACCESS ROAD.  While the NRD used a portion of the 

budgeted funds for the construction of the SOUTH ACCESS ROAD, the NRD did not use a total 

amount of __$______ dollars of the budgeted funds. (“REMAINING SOUTH ACCESS ROAD 

BUDGETED FUNDS”).  The NRD also budgeted funds for the construction of the HWS 

CLEVELAND BOULEVARD EXTENSION TRAIL in the amount of ____$______ dollars  

(“HWS CLEVELAND BOULEVARD EXTENSION TRAIL BUDGETED FUNDS”).  Since 

both the NRD and the CITY agree that the construction of the SOUTH ACCESS ROAD and 

HWS CLEVELAND BOULEVARD EXTENSION TRAIL are no longer necessary for the DS-

15A PROJECT, the NRD agrees to pay to the City the amount of the REMAINING SOUTH 

ACCESS ROAD BUDGETED FUNDS and the HWS CLEVELAND BOULEVARD 

EXTENSION TRAIL BUDGETED FUNDS, a total amount of _____$ dollars.  The PARTIES 

acknowledge and agree that the NRD’s payment of the REMAINING SOUTH ACCESS ROAD 

BUDGETED FUNDS and HWS CLEVELAND BOULEVARD EXTENSION TRAIL 

BUDGETED FUNDS is a one-time lump sum payment and that any costs and/or expenses 

related to the CITY’S ROAD IMPROVEMENT shall be the sole responsibility of the CITY. 

 

b. NO OTHER CHANGES.  The provisions of the AGREEMENT not specifically 
referenced in this SECOND ADDENDUM remain in full force and effect and are not 
amended, changed, or altered by this SECOND ADDENDUM. 

 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed THIS ADDENDUM, on the 

respective dates hereinafter indicated, pursuant to authorizing resolutions duly adopted at 

regularly-called meetings of their governing bodies. 

 

 The CITY has executed THIS AGREEMENT on ____________________, 2017. 

THE CITY OF OMAHA 
 
 
By _____________________________ 

 
JEAN STOTHERT, Mayor 

Attest:       
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__________________________ 
City Clerk 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The NRD has executed THIS AGREEMENT on __________________, 2016. 

 
PAPIO-MISSOURI RIVER NATURAL 
RESOURCES DISTRICT  
 
 
By _____________________________ 
 JOHN WINKLER, General Manager 
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